
BALEEN
Duration: ca. 10'00"

About:
Let's consider the multiple senses in which our mouth is a filter. It is the 
opening of the human digestive filter. It is the opposite end of the human 
language filter. It is also a harmonic filter, where changing the shape of the 
mouth increases or minimizes the amplitude of different frequencies. Our 
bodies constantly perform uncountable, unknowable actions. Baleen invites 
participants to slow down and consider these actions.

Baleen can be performed by trained vocalists, but it can also be performed by 
anyone interested in exploring their own voice. It can be performed for an 
audience, or it can be performed alone. As a piece of music, Baleen exists as 
a way for audiences to experience the process of speech in slow motion. As a 
contemplative tool, it helps performers to focus on the actions of their own 
body. Ideally, this results in a heightened sense of body awareness and all of 
the strange acoustical properties that define spoken words.

Instructions: 
Baleen can be performed by any number of performers. Performers each need one 
cup or vase to perform the work. For performances with four or less 
performers, each player should choose 1 of the four parts, making sure that no 
two players have the same part. For performances with more than four, parts 
can be covered by multiple performers, but with the goal of distributing each 
part as evenly as possible. 

Interpreting the score: The score is divided by columns into four parts, and 
by rows into two sections: a set of rows labeled W1-W31, and a set of rows 
labeled S1-S13. "W" Rows and "S" Rows each have separate performance 
instructions. Performers each pick one column, or part, and proceed from top 
to bottom. 

"W" Rows Find a comfortable pitch near to that of your speaking voice. Sing 
each word in your part on your chosen pitch for the duration of one long, full 
breath. Before performing the piece, reflect on each word, picturing the 
motions that your mouth makes to form each word. For example, the word "we" 
acts as a rapid concatenation of "ooo" transitioning to "eee". While singing 
your word, slowly transition from the shape your mouth makes at the beginning 
of the word to the final shape. You may choose to linger on something that 
surprises you during the process. The idea of this piece is to slow down our 
ordinary speaking process and focus on each micro-transition to hear and feel 
our body as we speak. 

Note when your body can't make smooth transitions between sounds. Consider, 
for example, the word "fail". The "f" in "fail" is pure noise, while the "ail" 
in "fail" is pure pitch. Consider separating this into discrete actions, 
treating the impossibility of transition as an important act. Some consonants 
can't be sustained at all. Consider the "t" in the word "waste". The "t" must 
be quickly articulated and then set aside. 

To the right of each word, you will find, represented by charachters from the 
International Phonetic Alphabet, one attempt at slowing down each word. Each 
phoneme represents a transitional marker along the path of the word. They can 
be used as guideposts. Each place that impedes smooth transition between 
sounds is represented with a "_". This points out a pause before starting 
again.

"S" Rows
Pick up your cup or vase, place it in front of your mouth, and speak each row 
in your part as naturally possible. At each punctuation point, slightly change 
the position of the cup in relation to your mouth. With each shift of 
location, choose a spot that emphasizes or de-emphasizes parts of your voice. 
When you finish speaking the text, place down the cup or vase audibly.



W1 You     [i][ ][u] You     [i][ ][u] You     [i][ ][u] You     [i][ ][u]

W2 You     [i][ ][u] You     [i][ ][u] You     [i][ ][u] You     [i][ ][u]

W3 You     [i][ ][u] You     [i][ ][u] You     [i][ ][u] You     [i][ ][u]

W4 You     [i][ ][u] You     [i][ ][u] You     [i][ ][u] You     [i][ ][u]

W5 You     [i][ ][u] You     [i][ ][u] You     [i][ ][u] You     [i][ ][u]

W6 You     [i][ ][u] You     [i][ ][u] You     [i][ ][u] You     [i][ ][u]

W7 You     [i][ ][u] You     [i][ ][u] You     [i][ ][u] You     [i][ ][u]

W8 We      [u][ ][i] We      [u][ ][i] We      [u][ ][i] We      [u][ ][i]

W9 We      [u][ ][i] We      [u][ ][i] We      [u][ ][i] We      [u][ ][i]

W10 We      [u][ ][i] We      [u][ ][i] We      [u][ ][i] We      [u][ ][i]

W11 We      [u][ ][i] We      [u][ ][i] We      [u][ ][i] We      [u][ ][i]

W12 Why     [u][ ][ ][i] I       [ ][ ][i] Why     [u][ ][ ][i] I       [ ][ ][i]

W13 Why     [u][ ][ ][i] I       [ ][ ][i] Why     [u][ ][ ][i] I       [ ][ ][i]

W14 Was     [u][ ][z] Will    [u][ ][l] Was     [u][ ][z] Will    [u][ ][l]

W15 Was     [u][ ][z] Will    [u][ ][l] Was     [u][ ][z] Will    [u][ ][l]

W16 Hear    [h][i][ ][r] Fail    [f]_[ ][ ][l] Sail    [s]_[ ][ ][l] Why     [u][ ][ ][i]

W17 Heal    [h][i][ ][l] Why     [u][ ][ ][i] Sail    [s]_[ ][ ][l] Fail    [f]_[ ][ ][l]

W18 Sail    [s][ ][ ][l] Why     [u][ ][ ][i] Hear    [h][i][ ][r] Fear    [f]_[i][ ][r]

W19 Sail    [s][ ][ ][l] Hear    [h][i][ ][r] Heal    [h][i][ ][l] Sail    [s]_[ ][ ][l]

W20 Why     [u][ ][ ][i] Heal    [h][i][ ][l] Fail    [f]_[ ][ ][l] Sail    [s]_[ ][ ][l]

W21 Why     [u][ ][ ][i] Sail    [s]_[ ][ ][l] Fear    [f]_[i][ ][r] Hear    [h][i][ ][r]

W22 Fail    [f]_[ ][ ][l] Sail    [s]_[ ][ ][l] Why     [u][ ][ ][i] Heal    [h][i][ ][l]

W23 Fear    [f]_[i][ ][r] Fear    [f]_[i][ ][r] Why     [u][ ][ ][i] Why     [u][ ][ ][i]

W24 Shale   [ ] [ ][ ][l] Feel    [f]_[i][ ][l] Fail    [f]_[ ][ ][l] Shale   [ ]_[ ][ ][l]

W25 Shale   [ ] [ ][ ][l] Fail    [f]_[ ][ ][l] Feel    [f]_[i][ ][l] Shale   [ ]_[ ][ ][l]

W26 Feel    [f] [i][ ][l] Fail    [f]_[ ][ ][l] Shale   [ ]_[ ][ ][l] Feel    [f]_[i][ ][l]

W27 Whale   [u][ ][ ][l] Whale   [u][ ][ ][l] Feel    [f]_[i][ ][l] Fail    [f]_[ ][ ][l]

W27 Shale   [ ] [ ][ ][l] Fail    [f]_[ ][ ][l] Whale   [u][ ][ ][l] Whale   [u][ ][ ][l]

W28 Waste   [u][ ][i][s]_[t] Waste   [u][ ][i][s]_[t] Hoist   [h][o ][i][s]_[t] Hoist   [h][o ][i][s]_[t]

W29 Hoist   [h][o ][i][s]_[t] Hoist   [h][o ][i][s]_[t] Waste   [u][ ][i][s]_[t] Waste   [u][ ][i][s]_[t]

W30 Why     [u][ ][ ][i] Why     [u][ ][ ][i] Why     [u][ ][ ][i] Why     [u][ ][ ][i]

W31 Why     [u][ ][ ][i] Why     [u][ ][ ][i] Why     [u][ ][ ][i] Why     [u][ ][ ][i]

S1

 1971, Tom and Louis Border 
found Borders Book Shop in Ann 
Arbor, Michigan.

Oh yeah, totally. I mean like 
with photographers

Oh, yeah, totally – and often, 
too. Mushrooms, acid – the 
whole deal.

Oh, yeah, totally. Yeah, I 
totally did. I even, you know

S2

 1992, Kmart buys Borders, then 
a Michigan-based chain of 21 
book superstores in the Midwest 
and Northeast. In 1984, KMart 
buys Waldenbooks.

1998, Launches Borders Online, 
but analysts fault it for being 
late to embrace e-commerce.

Oh, yeah, totally,” Kim agrees.
Oh yeah, totally." Then she 
hung up.
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 1995, Kmart spins off Borders-
Walden Group in an IPO and 
changes its name to Borders 
Group.

1999, Company buys toy retailer 
All Wound Up, a deal that harms 
its liquidity. The plan 
foretells Borders' intention to 
expand its toys and games 
selection in late 2010 to 
diversify its offerings.

2006, Bill Ackman's Pershing 
Square takes 11 percent stake 
in Borders, saying its shares 
are undervalued and could rise 
to $36 from $23.92. Ackman says 
fears of the threat from online 
retailer Amazon.com are 
"exaggerated."

Oh yeah, totally. It is always 
a constant battle not to repeat 
yourself,
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1997,  Announces plans for an 
international superstore chain 
that would have 1,000 
locations. At that point, it 
had 203 stores.

2000, Hires Merrill Lynch & Co 
to review options, including a 
recapitalization, leveraged 
buyout or combination with 
another company.

2008, Says it might put itself 
up for sale, but never finds a 
buyer. It also gets $42.5 
million loan from Ackman's firm 
and says it would have faced 
imminent liquidity problems 
without it.

 2012, Borders says it gets 
conditional refinancing 
commitment from GE Capital and 
warns it may seek an "in court 
restructuring," meaning a 
Chapter 11 bankruptcy filing.

S5

Oh yeah, totally. No worries, 
I'm not going to bore you with 
anthropological studies here.

2001, Announces a deal with 
Amazon.com Inc. to relaunch 
Borders' money-losing e-
commerce site and feature 
Amazon.com's books and music 
offerings.

2008, Barnes & Noble puts 
together a team to look at a 
merger with Borders. 
Separately, Borders launched 
its own web site.

 2012, Borders says it is 
delaying payment to vendors and 
landlords, among other 
creditors.

S6

Oh yeah, totally. I get it a 
lot actually, and I can so tell 
the difference of people's 
reactions when I'm pale.

Oh yeah, totally. First dates 
are the best, huh?

2009, Says it expects only 50-
60 of its Waldenbooks stores to 
survive in the long term. It 
had 564 in 2006.

2012,  Borders gets warning 
from New York Stock Exchange 
about low share price, says it 
could be delisted.

S7

Oh, yeah, totally. Forget I 
said anything

Oh yeah, totally. That just 
goes to show you that it 
doesn't matter how music's made

Oh yeah. Totally.
2012,  Borders files for 
Chapter 11 bankruptcy 
protection in Manhattan.
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“Oh yeah. Totally,” preceded an 
awkward five second silence

Oh yeah, totally, we got away 
safely.

Oh yeah, totally out. Oh yeah, totally, until I was 
an adult.

S9

Nocturnal and burrowing, the 
ghost slug is a carnivore that 
feeds on earthworms at night 
with its sharp blade-like 
teeth. 

When feeding, the basket star 
orients itself towards the 
current in order to maximize 
food collection ability. When 
it touches a food particle, the 
smallest branches close around 
it to form a ball which it 
moves toward the mouth.

Jellyfish eat their prey by 
first paralyzing them by 
stinging them, and then drawing 
the prey in through the mouth, 
which is a hole in the middle 
of the jellyfish's body

The baleen system works when a 
whale opens its mouth 
underwater and the whale takes 
in water. The whale then pushes 
the water out, and animals such 
as krill are filtered by the 
baleen and remain as food 
source for the whale. 
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You, We, Was, I, Hear, Feel, 
Will, Fail, Sail, Hoist, Fear, 
Waste, Heal, Whale, Why

You, We, Was, I, Hear, Feel, 
Will, Fail, Sail, Hoist, Fear, 
Waste, Heal, Whale, Why

You, We, Was, I, Hear, Feel, 
Will, Fail, Sail, Hoist, Fear, 
Waste, Heal, Whale, Why

You, We, Was, I, Hear, Feel, 
Will, Fail, Sail, Hoist, Fear, 
Waste, Heal, Whale, Why
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You, We, Was, I, Hear, Feel, 
Will, Fail, Sail, Hoist, Fear, 
Waste, Heal, Whale, Why

You, We, Was, I, Hear, Feel, 
Will, Fail, Sail, Hoist, Fear, 
Waste, Heal, Whale, Why

You, We, Was, I, Hear, Feel, 
Will, Fail, Sail, Hoist, Fear, 
Waste, Heal, Whale, Why

You, We, Was, I, Hear, Feel, 
Will, Fail, Sail, Hoist, Fear, 
Waste, Heal, Whale, Why
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You, We, Was, I, Hear, Feel, 
Will, Fail, Sail, Hoist, Fear, 
Waste, Heal, Whale, Why

You, We, Was, I, Hear, Feel, 
Will, Fail, Sail, Hoist, Fear, 
Waste, Heal, Whale, Why

You, We, Was, I, Hear, Feel, 
Will, Fail, Sail, Hoist, Fear, 
Waste, Heal, Whale, Why

You, We, Was, I, Hear, Feel, 
Will, Fail, Sail, Hoist, Fear, 
Waste, Heal, Whale, Why
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You, We, Was, I, Hear, Feel, 
Will, Fail, Sail, Hoist, Fear, 
Waste, Heal, Whale, Why

You, We, Was, I, Hear, Feel, 
Will, Fail, Sail, Hoist, Fear, 
Waste, Heal, Whale, Why

You, We, Was, I, Hear, Feel, 
Will, Fail, Sail, Hoist, Fear, 
Waste, Heal, Whale, Why

You, We, Was, I, Hear, Feel, 
Will, Fail, Sail, Hoist, Fear, 
Waste, Heal, Whale, Why


